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The apparent direction of rotation of perceptually bistable wire-frame (Necker) cubes can be conditioned
to depend on retinal location by interleaving their presentation with cubes that are disambiguated by
depth cues (Haijiang, Saunders, Stone, & Backus, 2006; Harrison & Backus, 2010a). The long-term nature
of the learned bias is demonstrated by resistance to counter-conditioning on a consecutive day. In previ-
ous work, either binocular disparity and occlusion, or a combination of monocular depth cues that
included occlusion, internal occlusion, haze, and depth-from-shading, were used to control the rotation
direction of disambiguated cubes. Here, we test the relative effectiveness of these two sets of depth cues
in establishing the retinal location bias. Both cue sets were highly effective in establishing a perceptual
bias on Day 1 as measured by the perceived rotation direction of ambiguous cubes. The effect of coun-
ter-conditioning on Day 2, on perceptual outcome for ambiguous cubes, was independent of whether
the cue set was the same or different as Day 1. This invariance suggests that a common neural population
instantiates the bias for rotation direction, regardless of the cue set used. However, in a further experi-
ment where only disambiguated cubes were presented on Day 1, perceptual outcome of ambiguous cubes
during Day 2 counter-conditioning showed that the monocular-only cue set was in fact more effective
than disparity-plus-occlusion for causing long-term learning of the bias. These results can be reconciled
if the conditioning effect of Day 1 ambiguous trials in the ﬁrst experiment is taken into account (Harrison
& Backus, 2010b). We suggest that monocular disambiguation leads to stronger bias either because it
more strongly activates a single neural population that is necessary for perceiving rotation, or because
ambiguous stimuli engage cortical areas that are also engaged by monocularly disambiguated stimuli
but not by disparity-disambiguated stimuli.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction that were disambiguated by binocular disparity and occlusionBiases in the visual system are invaluable for rapid and success-
ful interpretation of retinal input. Rather than attempt evaluation
of near-threshold disparities, for instance, a quick-and-dirty deci-
sion about relative distance from the observer may be made on
the basis of familiarity with an object (Ittelson, 1951) or likely ob-
ject shape (Pizlo, Li, & Steinman, 2008). It has recently been shown
that the visual system can learn new long-term biases, when pre-
sented with new environmental contingencies: Through an asso-
ciative learning paradigm, the perceived direction of rotation of a
perceptually bistable wire-frame (Necker) cube at stimulus onset
becomes dependent on its retinal location (Haijiang et al., 2006;
Harrison & Backus, 2010a).
Training of the retinal location bias was originally achieved
through a conditioning paradigm whereby subjects viewed inter-
leaved presentation of perceptually ambiguous cubes with cubesll rights reserved.
rison), bbackus@sunyopt.edudepth cues (Haijiang et al., 2006): Disambiguated cubes rotated
in opposite directions at two retinal locations, and the perceived
rotation direction of ambiguous cubes adopted the same loca-
tion–rotation contingency. It has since been shown that a
combination of monocular depth cues, in the absence of disparity
information in the stimulus, is sufﬁcient to disambiguate rotation
direction and establish the perceptual bias (Harrison & Backus,
2010a). In both cases, the long-term nature of the bias was demon-
strated through resistance to counter-conditioning, in the form of
reverse-contingency training, on a consecutive day.
In the experiments that follow, we directly compared learning
with the ‘‘monocular-only’’ cue set to that with the original
‘‘disparity-plus-occlusion’’ set, with two aims in mind. First, we
aimed to evaluate and understand the relative effectiveness of
the two cue sets, in terms of strength of the established bias.
Previous studies cannot unequivocally answer this question, as
biases were assessed by reverse-training using the same cue set
as was used in initial training. Our secondary question was to
examine the extent to which the learned biases are in common
between the two cue sets or are in fact speciﬁc to the cue set used
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same bias in both cases, or two different biases?
The ﬁrst question, of the relative effectiveness of the two cue
sets in training long-term bias, could be considered within a frame-
work whereby the visual system learns which biases are appropri-
ate by association with ‘‘ecologically-valid’’ (Brunswick, 1956) or
‘‘long-trusted’’ (Backus & Haijiang, 2007) cues. Presumably, the
more ‘‘trusted’’ a cue is, the more effective it should be in our learn-
ing paradigm. Under some circumstances, binocular disparity
could be more ‘‘trusted’’, and hence a more effective cue than mon-
ocular cues such as shadows and occlusion: Whereas light-sources
are rarely ﬁxed, and contrast changes can give misleading impres-
sions of occlusion, disparity is a low-level geometrical property of
an image that, at the supra-threshold levels we use in the following
experiments, provides direct evidence about relative depth within
a shape. Although the monocular cues we used also provide sufﬁ-
cient information to disambiguate rotation direction, the visual
system may not, in general, place as much weight on this qualita-
tive form of depth information.
Our second question, of whether the two cue sets train two
independent biases, pertains to whether the biases established
by the two cue sets are instantiated in the same or different neural
populations. Although the monocular-only cue set and the dispar-
ity-plus-occlusion cue set both depict motion and depth, this does
not necessitate that the percept of rotation is supported by activity
in identical populations in both cases. The extent to which biases
trained using the monocular-only cue set are affected by reverse-
training using the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set, and vice versa,
will address this issue.2. General methods
2.1. Hardware and software
Experiments were programmed in Python using the Vizard plat-
form version 3.11 ( WorldViz, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) on a Dell
Precision T3400 computer. Stimuli were rear-projected onto a
screen, using a Christie Mirage S + 4 K projector.2.2. Cube stimuli
Stimuli were identical to those used previously (Harrison &
Backus, 2010a). Simulated rotating cube stimuli were light against
a dark background. All stimuli were viewed through red–green
glasses, in order to present disparity information and to control
the eye of presentation.
Two distinct sets of depth cues were used, to control the direc-
tion of rotation of disambiguated cubes (Fig. 1). The ﬁrst cue set
was binocular disparity and occlusion. Disparity cues were created
by the use of red–green anaglyphic images. Cubes were presented
with geometrically correct disparity, resulting in a maximum dis-
parity of 1.0 between the nearest and farthest point of the rotating
cube. The occlusion cue consisted of a central column around
which the cube rotated. The column was a 2-dimensional vertical
strip of width 4.0 cm, extending from the top to the bottom of
the screen area. Far portions of the cube were occluded as they
moved around the back of the column, whereas closer portions
of the cube were visible in front of the column. The column was
presented stereoscopically at the screen distance, hence provided
an additional reference point for relative disparity of different
edges of the cube.
The second cue set consisted ofmonocular depth cues only. Cube
frame edges had increased width and breadth, which permitted the
creation of a depth-from-shading cue through use of a directional
light-source, and an internal occlusion cue. The effect of thelight-source on different faces of the cube edges was furthermanip-
ulated by use of the Vizard ‘fog’ function, which simulates the effect
of haze or ‘aerial perspective’ whereby contrast decreases with dis-
tance. The occlusion cue provided by the central column was once
again present, but the column was presented monocularly.
The edges of the cube were solid rectangular parallelepipeds
with length of 20.0 cm (outside edges), and width and breadth of
0.3 cm (disparity-plus-occlusion cue set) or 2.0 cm (monocular-
only cue set). Each transparent face of the cube contained 25
randomly placed dots, which stabilized appearance on ambiguous
trials as a single rigid rotating body. Cubes rotated about a vertical
axis at a rate of 45 degrees s1, from a starting orientation at stim-
ulus onset such that their front and back edges were vertical and
co-incident at the center of the image (45 of yaw). The roll and
pitch angles, which determine whether the cube appeared to be
viewed from above or below at stimulus onset, were either both
+25 or both 25. This parameter was balanced across both dis-
ambiguated and ambiguous trials to remove effects of confounding
cues (Haijiang et al., 2006). Cubes were viewed at a distance of 1.0
meter; hence cube edges subtended approximately 11.5 of visual
angle when perpendicular to the line of sight.
Ambiguous cubes were presented monocularly to observers’
right eyes (i.e. only the green image), hence had no disparity infor-
mation, and also contained no other monocular cues to depth. The
dimensions of ambiguous cubes were always identical to those of
the disambiguated cubes with which they were interleaved. All
disambiguated and ambiguous cubes were presented using ortho-
graphic projection so that perspective cues did not indicate front
and back of the cube in the ambiguous case.
2.3. Procedure and task
The trial composition was identical to that of Harrison and
Backus (2010a): In all experiments, a 2.0 cm  2.0 cm square-out-
line ﬁxationmarker was presented binocularly, at the screen depth.
The ﬁxation marker remained on the screen at all times. Subjects
were instructed to achieve ﬁxation of the marker prior to initiating
each trial with a key press, and to thenmaintain ﬁxation rather than
look directly at the rotating cube stimulus. On initiation of each
trial, a rotating cube appeared centered either 12 above or below
the ﬁxation marker. Simultaneously, a comparison dot repeated
cycles of horizontal motion through the ﬁxation marker. Dot speed
was 15.7 cm s1, and dot direction was randomized, with equal
probability for leftward and rightward motion. The dot was
presented at ﬁxation depth on disambiguated trials and monocu-
larly on ambiguous trials.
Subjects’ task was to indicate whether the direction of motion
of the comparison dot (leftward or rightward) was the same as
the direction of motion of the front of the cube or the back of the
cube (keypress ‘2’ and ‘8’ respectively). Due to random assignment
of dot direction, the measure of interest, perceived direction of
rotation, was not correlated with the keypress response. None of
the subjects who took part in the following experiments reported
being aware that cube rotation was dependent on cube location
even though location correlated perfectly with rotation direction
on disambiguated trials. The cube and comparison dot remained
on the screen for a minimum of 1.5 s and a maximum of 6.0 s;
subjects’ response terminated the presentation at any time after
1.5 s. The order of presentation of stimuli for each experiment is
described below.
2.4. Subjects
Subjects were adult members of the public who were paid for
their time. Subjects’ vision was normal or corrected-to-normal
with non-bifocal lenses. All subjects were required to have a
Fig. 1. Screen shots (cropped) showing the various depth cues used. (a) Cube disambiguated by disparity and occlusion cues; (b) corresponding ambiguous cube, presented
monocularly; (c) CUbe disambiguated by occlusion, internal occlusion, depth-from-shading, and haze; (d) Corresponding test cube. Screen shots also show the location of the
ﬁxation square and path of the comparison dot for a ‘‘top’’ position cube in both experiments.
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regardless of whether the experimental condition in which they
took part used disparity as a depth cue. However, our critical mea-
sure of subjects’ suitability for the experiment, in terms of both
stereoacuity in dynamic displays (Rouse, Tittle, & Braunstein,
1989) and task comprehension, was their performance on Day 1
disambiguated trials.
Eighteen subjects, who met other criteria but did not reach per-
formance levels on disambiguated trials of 95% or over on Day 1,
were excluded from the study (Experiment 1, two subjects who
viewed the monocular-only cue set, three subjects who viewed
the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set; Experiment 2, six subjects
who viewed the monocular-only cue set, six subjects who viewed
the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set; Additional control experi-
ment, 1 subject excluded). Finally, as our study aimed to compare
the strength of retained bias on Day 2 as a result of equivalent per-
ceptual outcomes on Day 1 (rather than comparing the relative
ease with which subjects interpret various depth cues), we re-
quired subjects to have been equally ‘‘trained’’ on Day 1 to perceive
ambiguous trials in the same directions as disambiguated trials;
two subjects from Experiment 1 who reported less than 70% of
ambiguous cubes as rotating in the same direction as cubes disam-
biguated by disparity-plus-occlusion were therefore excluded. A
total of 72 subjects completed experiments presented in the study.
2.5. Analysis
The percent of cubes seen as rotating in the direction speciﬁed
by the Day 1 disambiguated cubes, at each of the two locations,
was transformed into a z-score, i.e. we used a probit (inverse-
cumulative-normal) transformation (Backus, 2009; Dosher,
Sperling, & Wurst, 1986). This is a measure of the likelihood ofthe observations given normally distributed noise in a decision
variable. For the purpose of analysis, saturated values (100% or
0%) were replaced with a z-score of 2.394. This is equivalent to
two nonconforming responses within 240 observations, or one
response in 120 observations. For each subject, z-scores for the
top and bottom locations were summed, giving a ‘‘zDiff’’ measure
of the extent to which perceived rotation differed between the
two locations. In the case of ambiguous cubes, zDiff is a measure
of training-induced bias, which is independent of any global,
preexisting bias for rotation direction.
3. Experiment 1
The efﬁcacy of disparity-plus-occlusion and monocular-only
cue sets, both for disambiguating rotation direction and for estab-
lishing long-term bias for perceived rotation direction, has previ-
ously been demonstrated (Harrison & Backus, 2010a). Our aim
here was to directly compare the strength of the bias established
by equivalent perceptual outcomes achieved under the two cue
sets, and the overlap in the neural instantiation of the bias, by
use of a cross-over design.
On Day 1, subjects viewed randomly-interleaved ambiguous
and disambiguated cubes. On Day 2, subjects once again viewed
randomly-interleaved ambiguous and disambiguated cubes, but
the location–rotation contingency depicted by disambiguated
cubes was reversed. The extent to which the bias learned on Day
1 is still present on Day 2, is demonstrated through resistance of
the perceptual outcome in the ambiguous case to this reverse-
training.
In previous studies, the long-term nature of the learned bias
was evaluated through reverse-training using the same disambig-
uating cues as had been used during initial training. Thus biases
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resistant to reverse-training using the same disparity-plus-
occlusion cues, and equivalently for the monocular-only cue set.
The strength of the long-term biases learned from the two cue sets
cannot be directly compared in this way, as the reverse-training
procedure is different in each case; a valid assessment of the rela-
tive effectiveness of the two cue sets in training the bias on Day 1
requires that the biases are assessed identically on Day 2. However,
this raises the additional question of whether the learned bias
might be tied to the disambiguating cues used in initial training:
If one cue set reverse-trained a bias initially established using
the other cue set, would this be because the second cue set was
stronger, or because the new cue set was training an entirely
new bias?
To disentangle these possibilities, we tested 16 subjects in a
cross-over design: Eight subjects received training using the (bin-
ocular) disparity-plus-occlusion cue set and reverse-training using
the monocular-only cue set (BM), and eight subjects received train-
ing and reverse-training using the reverse order of cue sets (MB).
Additionally, our analysis used data from an earlier study (pub-
lished in Harrison & Backus, 2010a; Experiment 1 ‘‘same’’ room
subjects, Experiment 4 all subjects). that used identical stimuli
and methods. The data was from two independent groups of eight
subjects, who received either disparity-plus-occlusion training and
reverse-training (BB), or monocular-only training and reverse-
training (MM).
3.1. Methods
On Day 1, subjects were trained under either ‘‘top-clockwise
(CW), bottom-counterclockwise (CCW)’’ contingency, or vice versa.
All subjects completed one session consisting of 240 disambigua-
ted trials and 240 ambiguous trials. Disambiguated and ambiguous
trials were randomly-interleaved, within balanced sets of 8 trials
that contained all combinations of ambiguous/disambiguated trial
type, top/bottom cube location, and above/below cube viewpoint
(as detailed in Section 2). The ﬁrst set of trials was constrained
to present the eight possible trials in a disambiguated-ambiguous
sequence, alternating between locations and cube viewpoints.
The order of presentation of these ﬁrst eight trials was counterbal-
anced across subjects. On Day 2, trials were organized as before,
but subjects viewed disambiguated cubes with the opposite
location–rotation contingency to that viewed on Day 1.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Ambiguous trials
Results from the four groups are presented in Fig. 2. We tested
for differences in perceptual outcomes of Day 1 ambiguous trials
between the two cue set groups using an independent-samples
t-test. Note that effective recruitment of the location cue on Day
1 was a prerequisite for subject inclusion. We found no difference
between the two cue sets (disparity-plus-occlusion, mean = 4.30,
s.e.m. = .14; monocular-only, mean = 4.00, s.e.m. = .19; t(30) =
1.27, p = .21), conﬁrming that on Day 1, there was no difference
between groups in the extent to which ambiguous cubes adopted
the location–rotation contingency depicted by disambiguated
cubes.
All four groups retained a signiﬁcant bias on Day 2, as shown by
comparison of perceptual outcomes of Day 2 ambiguous trials for
each group, with the (sign-reversed) perceptual outcomes of Day
1 ambiguous trials for all four groups (p < .01 for all groups, cor-
rected for unequal variance).
Next, we analyzed perceptual outcomes of Day 2 ambiguous
trials, using a 2-way ANOVA with orthogonal factors of Day 1 cue
set and Day 2 cue set. Neither Day 1 nor Day 2 cue set, nor theirinteraction, were found to be signiﬁcant (Day 1 cue set,
F(1, 28) = 1.08, p = .31; Day 2 cue set, F(1, 28) = .34, p = .57; Day
1  Day 2, F(1, 28) = .02, p = .88; BB, mean = 1.61, s.e.m. = .59; BM,
mean = 1.30, s.e.m. = .67; MB, mean = .97, s.e.m. = 1.01; MM,
mean = .45, s.e.m. = .48).
To further verify the lack of difference between the cue sets, in
establishing the long-term bias and in their ability to reverse-train
the bias, we calculated the change in ambiguous trial outcomes
between Day 1 and Day 2. Although performance had not been
signiﬁcantly different between the two cue set groups on Day 1,
we sought to conﬁrm that minor differences between subjects on
Day 1 were not hiding a difference in the extent to which the bias
was retained on Day 2. For each subject, we calculated the differ-
ence between the Day 1 zDiff and Day 2 zDiff. As before, these
measures were analyzed using a 2-way ANOVA. Again, neither
Day 1 cue set nor Day 2 cue set, nor their interaction, were signif-
icant (Day 1 cue set, F(1, 28) = .37, p = .55; Day 2 cue set, F(1, 28) =
.22, p = .65; Day 1  Day 2, F(1, 28) = .28, p = .60; BB, mean = 2.48,
s.e.m. = .52; BM, mean = 3.21, s.e.m. = .66; MB, mean = 3.32,
s.e.m. = 1.14; MM, mean = 3.27, s.e.m. = .37).
At ﬁrst glance, the results of Experiment 1 suggest that there is
no signiﬁcant difference in the strength of long-term bias learned
during Day 1 training with the disparity-plus-occlusion vs. monoc-
ular-only cue sets. However, interpreting the results may not be
straightforward in this respect: Subjects viewed a mixture of
ambiguous and disambiguated cubes on Day 1. A difference in
the effectiveness of the two cue sets in establishing the bias that
was assessed on Day 2 could have been masked by learning caused
by the perceptual outcomes of Day 1 ambiguous cubes (Harrison &
Backus, 2010b; see also, van Dam & Ernst, 2010). This problem is
addressed in Experiment 2, where we compare groups of subjects
who viewed only disambiguated trials on Day 1, with disambigua-
tion provided either by disparity-plus-occlusion or by the
monocular-only cue set.
Regardless of the relative effectiveness of the two cue sets,
Experiment 1 conclusively demonstrates that the learned bias is
not speciﬁc to the cue set used to train it: A bias established with
the monocular-only cue set was evident during reverse-training
with the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set, and vice versa. This sug-
gests, at the very least, a large overlap in the neural population
underlying biases established by the two cue sets in Experiment 1.
3.2.2. Disambiguated trials
In addition to analyzing perceptual outcomes on ambiguous
trials, we also routinely checked subjects’ comprehension and task
compliance by analyzing reported percepts of disambiguated trials.
Disambiguated trial outcomes were not signiﬁcantly different
between the two cue sets on Day 1, as expected from our use of
subject inclusion criteria in the study. However, we found that
Day 2 outcomes for supposedly disambiguated cubes were not
always in accord with the disambiguating cues (Fig. 3). A 2-way
ANOVA showed that both Day 1 and Day 2 cue sets had a signiﬁ-
cant effect on the perceptual outcome of disambiguated cubes on
Day 2 (F(1, 28) = 6.53, p = .02; F(1, 28) = 23.32, p < .01), as did their
interaction (F(1, 28) = 5.46, p = .03): Monocular-only trials were
frequently misreported, apparently even more so if the bias was
established using the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set on Day 1.
In contrast, the percept of the disparity-plus-occlusion trials was
reliably reported in the same direction as depicted by the cues.
We surmise that the bias learned on Day 1, both during training
with disparity-plus-occlusion and with monocular-only cues, was
in some cases strong enough to overcome the rotation direction
speciﬁed by the reverse-contingency monocular depth cues on
Day 2. This ﬁnding suggests a difference in the strength of disam-
biguation between the disparity-plus-occlusion and monocular-
only cue sets, which was not revealed by presenting disambiguated
Fig. 2. zDiff scores for ambiguous trials on Days 1 and 2, for four groups of eight subjects representing all combinations of training and reverse-training cue sets. Each
connected pair of points are data for an individual subject. Outcomes are assessed relative to Day 1 location–rotation contingency.
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misreporting on Day 2 of monocular-only disambiguated trials,
when Day 1 conditioning had used the disparity-plus-occlusion
cue set rather than the monocular-only cue set, suggests that dis-
parity-plus-occlusion in fact establishes the stronger bias. This is
not consistent with our conclusion based on the outcomes of
ambiguous trials, which we expected to be a sensitive indicator
of bias. We have no explanation for the result regarding the out-
comes of disambiguated trials in Experiment 1, but note that it is
not substantiated in Experiment 2.
4. Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to provide a stronger test of the
relative effectiveness of the two cue sets, by comparing the long-
term inﬂuence of viewing disambiguated trials only. As in Experi-
ment 1, a full cross-over design was completed, with both cue sets
used for Day 1 conditioning and Day 2 counter-conditioning. In
addition, in Experiment 1, the edge elements of monocular-only
cubes had a greater width and breadth than did those of dispar-
ity-plus-occlusion cubes, which led to greater total luminance
and contrast of the stimuli. These conﬁgural properties could
potentially cause confounding differences in the effectiveness of
the stimuli for establishing bias. Hence, in Experiment 2, the
dimensions of the Day 1 cubes were matched between the two
cue sets, removing conﬁgural confounds between the conditioning
stimuli and allowing a direct comparison between the effective-
ness of the two cue sets: In this experiment, the only difference
between the conditioning stimuli on Day 1 was the cue set used
to disambiguate the rotation direction.4.1. Methods
All aspects of the stimulus conﬁguration were identical to that
used in Experiment 1: As before, subjects were trained on Day 1 un-
der either ‘‘top-clockwise (CW), bottom-counterclockwise (CCW)’’
contingency, or vice versa. On Day 1, all subjects completed one
session consisting of 480 disambiguated trials, and no ambiguous
trials. Sixteen subjects viewed cubes with rotation direction disam-
biguated by the monocular-only cue set. A further sixteen subjects
viewed cubes with rotation direction disambiguated by disparity-
plus-occlusion; cubes had edges with increased width and breadth
of 2.0 cm to match that of the monocular-only cubes. On Day 2, half
of each group received reverse-training using wire-frame disparity-
plus-occlusion cubes with the smaller width and breadth of 0.3 cm.
The other half of the subjects received reverse-training using the
monocular-only cue set.
4.2. Results
4.2.1. Ambiguous trials
The perceptual outcomes of Day 2 ambiguous trials are pre-
sented in Fig. 4 a & b. As there were no ambiguous trials on Day
1 in Experiment 2, we veriﬁed that all groups retained a signiﬁcant
bias on Day 2 by comparison of perceptual outcomes of Day 2
ambiguous trials for each group, with the (sign-reversed) percep-
tual outcomes of Experiment 1 Day 1 ambiguous trials for all four
groups, (p < .01 for all groups, corrected for unequal variance).
A 2-way ANOVA, with orthogonal factors of Day 1 cue set and
Day 2 cue set, showed that Day 1 cue set was highly signiﬁcant
(F(1, 28) = 22.94, p < .01), with monocular-only conditioning
Fig. 3. zDiff scores for disambiguated trials on Days 1 and 2, for four groups of eight subjects representing all combinations of training and reverse-training cue sets. Each
connected pair of points are data for an individual subject. Outcomes are assessed relative to Day 1 location–rotation contingency. Disambiguated trials had the opposite
contingency on Day 2 to that on Day 1, hence ‘‘correct’’ performance would result in zDiffs of equal magnitude but opposite sign on the 2 days.
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(zDiff = 1.79 vs. 1.89). However, neither Day 2 cue set
(F(1, 28) = .02, p = .90) nor the interaction of Day 1 and Day 2 cue
set (F(1, 28) = .15, p = .70) were evenmarginally signiﬁcant. In sum-
mary, Day 1 monocular-only conditioning led to greater retainedFig. 4. zDiff scores for ambiguous trials on Day 2. Data points for individual subjects are o
to Day 1 contingency. (a) Subjects viewed the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set on Day 2;
2; two groups of eight subjects. It can be seen that the two graphs are highly similar, in
retained bias; Day 1 conditioning using the monocular-only cue set established a greatebias, regardless of the form of Day 2 counter-conditioning (BB,
mean = 2.15, s.e.m. = .78; BM, mean = 1.63, s.e.m. = .54; MB,
mean = 1.75, s.e.m. = .97; MM, mean = 1.83, s.e.m. = .71).
To control for the fact that cube element size was different on
Day 1 and Day 2 for subjects who received disparity-plus-occlusionverlaid with means and standard errors of the mean. Outcomes are assessed relative
two groups of eight subjects. (b) Subject viewed the monocular-only cue set on Day
dicating that the cue set used for counter-conditioning on Day 2 did not affect the
r perceptual bias than did the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set.
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data from eight subjects who viewed cubes with standard width
(0.3 cm) edges on both days, i.e. identical to group BB above, but
with no conﬁgural difference between the conditioning stimuli
on Day 1 and Day 2. We found no signiﬁcant difference in the bias
established using ‘‘standard’’ or ‘‘wide’’ disparity-plus-occlusion
stimuli (t(14) = .30, p = .77), providing evidence that conﬁgural dif-
ferences are not an important inﬂuence in the biases we are mea-
suring. Hence, the results of Experiment 2 conclusively show that
the monocular-only cue set establishes a greater long-term bias
than does the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set. This difference can-
not be attributed to conﬁgural differences between the stimuli
such as cube element size or total stimulus contrast. This ﬁnding
is all the more notable insofar as the Day 1 disparity-plus-occlu-
sion stimuli in Experiment 2 had greater luminance than the Day
1 monocular-only stimuli, as the red and green images had ﬁxed
(unequal) luminance across all conditions.
MB subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 viewed identical disambig-
uating stimuli on Day 1, and received identical counter-condition-
ing on Day 2. Likewise for BB subjects in Experiment 1 and in the
control experiment described above. The difference between the
two groups in each case was in the proportion of disambiguated
stimuli presented on Day 1. Hence, we were able to test for differ-
ences between groups that viewed a 50:50 mix of ambiguous and
disambiguated stimuli on Day 1 (Experiment 1), and those that
viewed disambiguated cubes only on Day 1 (Experiment 2). We
found that subjects who viewed the disparity-plus-occlusion cue
set on Day 1 had greater retained bias on Day 2 if they had viewed
a mixture of ambiguous and disambiguated trials on Day 1 than if
they had viewed disambiguated trials only (t(14) = 4.32, p < .01,Fig. 5. zDiff scores for disambiguated trials on Days 1 and 2, for four groups of eight su
connected pair of points are data for an individual subject. Outcomes are assessed relat
contingency on Day 2 to that on Day 1, hence ‘‘correct’’ performance would result in zDzDiff = 1.61, s.e.m. = .59; zDiff = 1.86, s.e.m. = .55 respectively).
This conﬁrms our previous result (Harrison & Backus, 2010b). In
contrast, for the monocular-only cue set on Day 1, there was no
difference in long-term bias between subjects who viewed the
mixture of trials and those that viewed disambiguated trials only
(t(14) = .31, p = .76, zDiff = .97, s.e.m. = 1.01; zDiff = 1.45, s.e.m.
= 1.16 respectively). We interpret these results as indicating that
our monocular-only and ambiguous stimuli are more similar to
each other in their ability to establish long-term bias than are
our disparity-plus-occlusion and ambiguous stimuli.
4.2.2. Disambiguated trials
Disambiguated trial outcomes were not signiﬁcantly different
between the two cue sets on Day 1, as expected from subject inclu-
sion criteria for the study. However, once again, Day 2 outcomes
were not always in accord with the disambiguating cues, with
the vast majority of instances being for the monocular-only cue
set (Fig. 5). This adds to evidence from Experiment 1 that monoc-
ular depth cues are more readily over ruled by the visual system.
A 2-way ANOVA showed that Day 2 cue set had a signiﬁcant
effect on the perceptual outcome of disambiguated cubes on Day
2 (F(1, 28) = 22.37, p < .01) while Day 1 cue set did not (F(1, 28) =
2.20, p = .15). The interaction between Day 1 and Day 2 cue set
was not signiﬁcant (F(1, 28) = 1.29, p = .27). Hence, in this exper-
iment, where Day 2 biases are directly attributable to experience
of Day 1 disambiguated trials (as opposed to a combination of
disambiguated and ambiguous Day 1 trials, as in Experiment
1), we did not ﬁnd that Day 2 monocular-only disambiguated
trials were more likely to be misreported when the Day 1 condi-
tioning cue set was disparity-plus-occlusion. To the contrary, itbjects representing all combinations of training and reverse-training cue sets. Each
ive to Day 1 location–rotation contingency. Disambiguated trials had the opposite
iffs of equal magnitude but opposite sign on the 2 days.
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signiﬁcance, there was a greater tendency to misreport Day 2
monocular-only disambiguated trials when the Day 1 cue set -
was monocular-only.5. Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that the previously-demonstrated
learned bias for rotation-in-depth is resistant to reverse-training
regardless of whether the disambiguating cue set is the same or
different from the set used when the bias was established. Hence,
the bias is not speciﬁc to the cues used to initially deﬁne it. Our
second experiment suggested that training was more effective in
establishing the long-term bias when subjects viewed cubes dis-
ambiguated by our combination of monocular depth cues than
when they viewed combined depth cues of binocular disparity
and occlusion.
The implication of the ﬁrst ﬁnding is that the bias established
by interleaved ambiguous and disambiguated trials is instanti-
ated in a common neural population, regardless of which cue
set is used in training. The equivalence between cue sets cannot
be attributed to the common occlusion cue, as we found large
differences in Experiment 2. Findings from numerous studies
converge on MT+/V5 as the likely site of this neural population:
Single-cell recordings in macaque show that MT responses pre-
dict the perceived rotation direction of ambiguous structure-
from-motion stimuli (Bradley, Chang, & Andersen, 1998; Dodd,
Krug, Cumming, & Parker, 2001; Grunewald, Bradley, & Ander-
sen, 2002), through activity in neurons jointly tuned for the
direction of motion and binocular disparity of local stimulus
components (DeAngelis, Cumming, & Newsome, 1998; DeAngelis
& Uka, 2003; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983a, 1983b). Likewise,
fMRI studies in humans have shown that activity in MT+ corre-
lates with perceptual outcome for ambiguous structure-
from-motion stimuli such as used here (Brouwer & van Ee,
2007). Further, psychophysical studies have demonstrated that
the perceptual outcome of ambiguous Necker cubes shows reti-
nal location speciﬁcity (Harrison & Backus, 2010a; Knapen, Bras-
camp, Adams, & Graf, 2009), pointing to a strongly
retinotopically-organized, rather than high-level, cortical area
as the main locus of the bias. Hence, it is seems likely that the
observed bias for rotation direction is instantiated in the re-
sponses of MT+ neurons, and is an adaptation caused by previ-
ous activity in the same population. This does not however
preclude the involvement of other cortical areas in the percep-
tual decision process (e.g. Parker & Krug, 2003).
Our second ﬁnding addresses our ﬁrst question, of the rela-
tive effectiveness of the two cue sets in establishing the long-
term bias; however, it could be interpreted at many levels. The
most conservative explanation would simply state that our cho-
sen depth cues happened to differ in their effectiveness, and that
another set of cues could cause an arbitrary amount of learning,
either greater or lesser in magnitude than the two cue sets used
here. This statement is somewhat conservative, and places no
value on our observation of differences in the robustness of
the two cue sets: In both experiments, we unexpectedly found
that depth information provided by our monocular cue set on
Day 2 was frequently ‘‘over ruled’’ by the bias learned on Day
1, whereas the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set universally
‘‘trumped’’ the bias.
We consider it highly unlikely that cubes disambiguated by
monocular-only cues were more effective because both they and
the ambiguous stimuli (in which the bias was observed) were
depicted without disparity. We admit the possibility that the
percept for cubes disambiguated by monocular-only cues elicitedactivity in a neural population more strongly overlapping that for
ambiguous stimuli than did cubes disambiguated by disparity-
plus-occlusion (see discussion below). However it is improbable
that a simple monocular/binocular distinction underlies our results
for three reasons: (i) in Experiment 1, the two cue sets led to a bias
that was invariant to the combination of conditioning and counter-
conditioning cue set; (ii) we have previously shown that the bias is
not speciﬁc to the eye of origin (Harrison & Backus, 2010a), hence
would conjecture that it is unlikely to be instantiated in a popula-
tion of neurons that is differentially sensitive to monocular vs. bin-
ocular information; and (iii) the bias for perceived rotation in
stimuli such as used here is widely held to be instantiated in MT
neurons which, while holding traces of ocular dominance, are not
thought to be selective for monocular vs. binocular input (as de-
tailed above).
We conjecture that the monocular cue set in fact caused
greater learning because it provided less robust information for
the task at hand – namely, forming a rapid judgment of motion
in depth. This relationship could be interpreted as opposite to
that predicted by a ‘‘learning from trusted cues’’ framework
(Haijiang et al., 2006; Helmholtz, 1910/1925), but is possibly
consistent with our previous ﬁnding of stronger learning from
ambiguous trials than from disambiguated trials (Harrison &
Backus, 2010b; see also, van Dam & Ernst, 2010). In that study,
viewing ambiguous trials on Day 1 led to learning that was even
greater (in terms of magnitude of retained bias on Day 2) than
we found here for viewing the monocular-only cue set trials.
Ambiguous cubes surely provide the least information about true
rotation possible, and yet they apparently establish the strongest
long-term perceptual bias. An analogous relationship between
strength of ambiguity and strength of (short-term) priming has
been reported by Pastukhov, Ludwig, and Braun (2010) for not
only perceptual outcome of Necker cubes, but for binocular riv-
alry and the kinetic depth effect.
If there is in fact an inverse relationship between how robust
the rotation-in-depth signal is and the strength of the long-term
bias that the stimulus establishes, how could this be explained?
Is it sufﬁcient simply to describe our ﬁnding as showing that a bias
is learned under conditions where it is most evident to the system
that a bias will be needed to disambiguate future occurrences? Our
monocular-only cue set clearly disambiguated rotation direction
on Day 1. Hence, the perceptual outcomes themselves provided
the visual system with no greater ‘‘evidence’’ that a bias was
needed than did the disparity-plus-occlusion depth cue. Instead,
we propose that inferential processes are the ‘‘evidence’’ that the
visual system is using here, and that these processes in some
way drive the observed learning. For instance, imagining a stimulus
can cause learning (Tartaglia, Bamert, Mast, & Herzog, 2009), and
can inﬂuence the outcome of binocular rivalry (Pearson, Clifford,
& Tong, 2008); perhaps other types of internally-generated per-
cepts have similar effects.
While the disparity in the disparity-plus-occlusion cue set can
provide direct, bottom-up, sensory evidence to MT+ as to which
moving elements of the cube stimulus are near and which are
far, the monocular-only cues conceivably require more complex
processing to assign depth to the moving elements and to jointly
encode motion and depth. The stronger bias after monocular train-
ing could be the result of activating MT+ neurons by indirect in-
stead of direct pathways, i.e. (monocular depth cue) activation by
indirect pathways could cause greater changes in a neural popula-
tion that completely overlaps with that activated by (binocular
depth cue) direct, bottom-up, pathways.
An alternative possibility is that the more complex processing
required to reach a rotation-in-depth percept for the monocular-
only stimuli could evoke activity in a greater range of cortical
areas, which are also active in resolving the rotation direction of
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found neural activity that was not only attributable to the
establishment and maintenance of the dominant percept, but
was in fact related to the ambiguity of the stimulus, with greater
ambiguity resulting in greater levels of activity (Kaneoke, Urakawa,
Hirai, Kakigi, & Murakami, 2009). In the current instance, where we
are concerned to know whether additional neural substrates might
be active in supporting the percept of 3D rotation in our stimuli,
we note that mental rotation in 2D has been shown to activate
not only MT+ but also several regions in the parietal and frontal
cortex (Seurinck, de Lange, Achten, & Vingerhoets, 2010), and that
areas such as LOC are thought to attribute volume to 2D images
(Moore & Engel, 2001). Areas such as these could therefore also
be active in our task.1
Under this second scenario, whereby the monocular-only cue
set elicits activity in additional cortical areas as compared to the
binocular-plus-disparity cue set, we would indeed conclude that
the two cue sets established equivalent biases in Experiment 1
due to the overriding training inﬂuence of the ambiguous trials
themselves (Harrison and Backus, 2010b), which constituted half
of the trials in both the monocular-only and disparity-plus-occlu-
sion condition. The conjecture that ambiguous cubes and cubes
disambiguated by the monocular-only cue set elicit activity in
more closely overlapping populations than do ambiguous and
disparity-plus-occlusion cubes is further supported by our compar-
ison of Experiments 1 and 2, demonstrating no difference in
long-term bias established by monocular-only or by a mixture of
ambiguous and monocular-only stimuli on Day 1.
In short, resolving the direction of rotation using monocular
(pictorial) cues may require greater inferential resources from
brain areas that interpret these cues, as compared to using dispar-
ity cues. These inferential processes may be the key to establishing
a strong bias for perceptual outcome, as was observed in the
ambiguous Necker cube. Additional work will be needed to deter-
mine whether, as a general rule, stimuli that are disambiguated by
‘‘inference-demanding’’ cues cause greater learning of perceptual
bias than stimuli that are disambiguated by ‘‘easy-to-interpret’’
low-level cues.
6. Conclusion
We conclude that a combination of monocular cues is more
effective than binocular disparity-plus-occlusion for establishing
a long-term bias for perceived rotation direction at onset of a Neck-
er cube stimulus. Additionally, the learned bias was not speciﬁc to
the training cue set, hence is likely instantiated by, at a minimum,
overlapping neural populations in the two cases. We speculate that
inferential processes are critical in the formation of the perceptual
bias.
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